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Journeys of dreams and nightmares

Country of origin of people emigrating

The Mediterranean, the erstwhile Mare Nostrum, the
sea that shapes our towns, landscapes and memories,
has become in recent years one of the most violent borders in the world, and a mass grave. To rectify this situation, numerous human rights activists in Catalonia have
come together to create the platform Stop Mare Mortum.
According to the Missing Migrants database of the International Organization for Migration (IOM), in 2019 a
total of 128,536 people attempted to make their way to
Europe via the migratory routes of the Mediterranean.
Of these, 1,885 people (approximately 1.5%) did not
make it, losing their lives at sea as a result of the lack of
legal, safe forms of emigration. Since 2014, the number
of lives lost in the Mediterranean has reached 20,000. If
we start counting from 2000, 40,000 people have lost
their lives on European borders. This data corresponds
only to those cases that have been recorded, and clearly
does not provide the full picture.

Data from 2019. Source: UNHCR

32% Syria

18% Venezuela

13% Afghanistan

11% South Sudan

5% Myanmar

4% Somalia

4% D.R. Congo

4% Sudan

3% Central African
Republic
2% Iraq

2% Eritrea

1% Colombia

1% China

2% Vietnam
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the world

People forcibly displaced around the world, 2019 report / UNHCR
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Who are these people who risk their lives to change
homelands, and where do they come from? They are
children, young people and adults from various countries in Africa and Asia.

Demographics: gender and age
34% men

28% women

20% boys

18% girls

Some flee war, political repression, or persecution on
religious, ethnic, or sexual identity grounds. Others are
escaping economic instability, extreme poverty, and/
or a lack of work or other opportunities. They are all
refugees and migrants, a distinction that is often very
difficult to make.
Source: UNHCR

“To Kyma. Rescue in the Aegean Sea“/ LA KASETA
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Barge intercepted by the Italian navy / MASSIMO SESTINI
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The battle against the sea:
Lampedusa, Malta and Lesbos
In 2019, at least 1,885 people drowned in the
Mediterranean as a consequence of the lack of safe
migration routes, the makeshift boats in which they were
sailing sinking. Of these victims, at least 1,262 (67% of
the total) perished in the central Mediterranean, that is,
the crossing between Libya and Italy and Malta. In the
western Mediterranean - the area between Northwest
Africa and Spain - there were 552 fatalities (29.2%), while
in the area between Turkey and Greece, the eastern
Mediterranean, 71 people died (3.8% of the total) (IOM).

In recent years,
thousands of people
have drowned in the
Mediterranean

Reminders of the arrival of boats on the island of Kos / SERGI CÁMARA

Complete families / incomplete families/ SERGI CÁMARA
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Melilla: fences that cut deep
In February 2014, fifteen young migrants died in the
border waters between Spain and Morocco. They were
trying to reach the coast of Ceuta by swimming, when
the Civil Guard intervened using rubber balls and smoke
bombs. Taking its name from the beach where the attack
took place, the Tarajal case was shelved for the third time
in a row last October 2019, marking 6 years of impunity.
At present, the three-dimensional barrier in Melilla consists of a set of three parallel fences, 12 kilometres long
and 6 high, with barbed wire and spikes - known as
“concertinas” - at the top. Several organizations have
drawn attention to the injuries caused to those trying to
cross this barrier by these spikes.
The new PSOE-Podemos coalition government has begun to withdraw the concertinas, but at the cost of a 30%
increase in the height of the fences, and a more active
role in border control in Morocco. At the same time,
the government continues to support the actions of
the police forces on the southern border in carrying out
“express deportations” on a daily basis, in contravention
of basic human rights as has been highlighted by a multitude of NGOs, and despite the unfavourable judgement
recently issued by the European Court of Human Rights
(ECHR).

Fences in Melilla / SERGI CÁMARA

Deaths and torture,
border wars in Spain
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“For a welcoming and respectful Europe
with Human Rights and people’s Dignity:
open the borders ”
Stop Mare Mortum

“If this sea is a safe zone for you, the
earth must be hell”
Òscar Camps, Proactiva Open Arms
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KALÓ TAXIDI
Kaló taxidi means “safe trip” in Greek. This is the way some elderly women on Lesbos greet and bid farewell to the
refugees passing through the island. This activity aims to awaken children’s empathy, focusing on the defencelessness
suffered by migrants and refugees.

Recommended age: from 9 to 12 years.

Approximate time: 2 hours.

Educational objectives

Necessary materials

•

encourage empathy and solidarity towards people
in a vulnerable situation

•

highlight the difficulties that many children in the
world experience

•

raise awareness of the situation of people living in
refugee camps in the Mediterranean

•

image of Rahaf

•

white or coloured papers, and wrapping paper, or
a very large piece of cardboard

•

a ball

•

markers and paint

•

adhesive tape or velcro
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1. If we didn’t have a home...

2. Rahaf

In a circle, we answer the following questions. In order
to make the activity more enjoyable, a ball or some
other element of play can be used to take turns when
speaking.

We show the image of Rahaf Hasan, a 10-year-old girl
who lives in a refugee camp because she had to leave
Syria, her country, as a result of the war there. Let’s look
at the following questions:

What if we didn’t have…
•
•
•
•
•

beds, blankets and pillows: how would we sleep?
a fridge, stove, and pots: how would we cook?
doors, windows, or heating: how would we protect
ourselves from the cold?
homes, schools, hospitals, shops, and transportation: how would we live?
parents, grandparents, teachers and playworkers:
who would take care of us?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Let’s think about it
What other things could we lose if there was a war in
our country? What things would we have to stop doing?
What more would we need if we had to leave our house
in a hurry? Of everything you have, what would you feel
most sorry to lose?

have we ever heard of refugees and refugee
camps?
what do we know about them?
why has Rahaf drawn a house?
have I travelled to other countries, inside or outside
Europe?
have I ever moved house, town or country? What
was the experience like?
have I ever felt “out of place”? If not, have I ever
felt it
“at home,” despite being away from home?
have my parents and grandparents ever moved
house, town or country?
Let’s think about it

In the world, there are many refugee children like Rahaf,
but not all of them live in refugee camps. Some have
moved to other countries that have welcomed them
and, although they miss their homeland, they have a
new home to live in.
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Rahaf Hasan shows a drawing of the house where she lived in Syria. / REUTERS
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3. Kaló taxidi: a sea of wishes

4. We share what we make, think and feel

What would we like to wish for Rahaf and other refugee
children? Each of us writes a wish on a piece of paper
and then makes origami boats out of it.

If we wish to, either on the same day or another, we can
organize an event to present the kaló taxidi map, and
invite family members, local residents, and our peers
from our school and other learning or activity groups
to come and see it. This presentation can serve as an
opportunity for children to explain the meaning of the
map, as well as the process of making it. They can tell
the story of Rahaf, why she draws houses, and all the
sensations experienced by the group when looking at
the photograph. Finally, we can invite spectators to
participate, and add their own wish ships to the map.

Then we make a mural with the title kaló taxidi, on which
we draw the Mediterranean sea. We indicate the place
on the map where we are, and then place stickers in the
places in the world where the main refugee camps are.
Finally, we stick all the wish boats we made on the sea.

Child refugee in the Idomeni camp / BULENT KILIC / AFP
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DRAWINGS IN WARTIME
Drawings say more about our experiences than we might think. The aim of this activity is to create a space for discussion
and reflection, in order to raise awareness that not only are there children suffering the impact of wars in the here and
now, but that years ago our grandparents also went through the same thing.

Recommended age: from 9 to 12 years.

Approximate time: 1 hour and 30 minutes.

Educational objectives

Necessary materials

•

think about the conflicts around the world

•

device with internet connection

•

better understand the impact of war on children

•

projector

•

look back at the Spanish Civil War in order to empathize with those suffering the effects of current
wars around the world

•

coloured pencils and blank sheets of paper

•

promote creativity as a means of expressing our
feelings
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1. Where do you think these drawings come from?

2. How would we encapsulate war in a drawing?

We show four drawings made by teenagers and children
from around the world during wartime. We explain
that these drawings speak of the feelings, fears and
experiences they have endured during the war.

We hand out sheets and coloured pencils and give ourselves 10 minutes to imagine what war is. We try to help
each other to capture on paper something which affected us. We take turns to respond:

We ask ourselves several questions:
•
•
•

What do you see in the drawings?
What do you think they are running away from?
Do you think it is important for us to draw?

Let’s think about it
What similarities do you see between each of the
drawings? Do you think they have been drawn by
children or teenagers from the same country? When
drawing, especially if we are children, we candidly give
form to the pain we feel or the things that have had the
greatest impact on us.

•
•

What things that happen during a war would stay
with you the most?
Do you think some refugees are more privileged
than others depending on the country from which
they emigrate?
Let’s think about it

Although wars are started for different reasons, there are
many refugees around the world who have experienced
or are experiencing similar situations. Living through
wartime is very difficult and has a huge impact on people,
as we can see through the drawings of the children.
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Refugees from the Horn of Africa / UNHCR

“Evacuation” by Maria Ferrer, 13 years old (1937) / Hispanic Digital Library

Tesnim Faydo, drawing of a mother / REUTERS

“War” by Félix Sánchez, 14 years old / Columbia University Library
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3. Wars: past, present and future
Unfortunately, war is part of human history. From our
very beginnings, war has been used to achieve all kinds
of political, social and economic goals. In Spain, from
1936 to 1939, the Spanish Civil War broke out, causing
a total of half a million deaths and half a million people
to flee as refugees.
Let’s look at the following questions:
•
•
•

Do you know anyone who lived through the Spanish Civil War?
Did you know that thousands of families also had to
leave the country?
How do you think they were welcomed?

Let’s think about it
It is possible that our relatives or loved ones have
experiences of a war or other type of conflict. We reflect
on how war has formed the past and continues to do
so today. We also think about all the difficulties that
refugees have to go through.
Let’s watch the trailer for the film JOSEP, by the illustrator
Aurel. It can help us understand the similarities between
refugees around the world and throughout history. We
recommend it and end with an open discussion.
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WE ARE ALL MIGRANTS
The word “immigrant” carries many loaded connotations in our society. Moreover, one way or another, the concept of
migration is associated with that of otherness, as if it were a question of an foreign or distant phenomenon. This activity
seeks, on the one hand, to explore the labels and categories that we usually associate - often unthinkingly - with this
word, and on the other hand aims to uncover those migrations that exist around and within us.

Approximate time

Recommended age: from 13 to 16 years
•
Educational objectives
•

discover some of the more or less obvious
connotations of the word “immigrant” in our
societies

We recommend that this educational unit be
followed over several days and stages. You can do
the whole thing, or just a part.

Necessary materials

•

become aware of the migrations that shape your
own personal, family or local identity

•

sheets of paper or cards to write down the words
from activity 1

•

carry out a small study on migrations in the
immediate environment

•

mobile phone with internet connection

•

design and carry out an awareness-raising activity in
the immediate environment
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1. With a first or third-class ticket?

•

There are words that go along with a first-class ticket,
and others that do so with a third-class ticket. In pairs
or small groups, we will put the following words in
order, according to their social consideration: traveller,
globetrotter, vagabond, immigrant, passenger, tourist,
refugee, visitor and passer-by.

•
•
•

have I ever moved house, town or country? What
was the experience like?
have I ever felt “out of place”? If not, have I ever
felt“
at home,” despite being away from home?
have my parents and grandparents ever moved
house, town or country?
Let’s think about it

Let’s think about it
Where does the word “immigrant” go? Let’s think
together about why we put some words above and
below others in the list. What are our yardsticks? Why?
What social connotations do these words have?

Can we identify with any of the above words? Has
our perspective on the connotations of these words
changed?

2. Out of place
Individually, we will answer the following questions to
find out our link to the above words. If we feel like it, we
can pause at the description of these stages of our lives.
•

have I travelled to other countries, inside or outside
Europe?
REUTERS
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3. We are all migrants

4. Let’s take action!

We will become journalists for a day, with the aim of
interviewing people from our immediate environment
and finding out what their migration history is. To do this,
we prepare a list of questions, which could be those from
the previous activity, or others, and a work plan: where
will we go? How will we choose people? How will we
record their answers: on paper or on video?

We raise awareness among the people around us aware
so that they can build a society which is more respectful,
tolerant and supportive. With the material we gather, and
relying on other resources as well, we jointly design a
communication and awareness activity aimed at showing
people around us that, in one way or another, all of us
are migrants.

We will film the interviews on a mobile phone so that
we can then exhibit them! If you want, you can also
post micro-interviews on social media with the hashtag
#sommigrants.

Let’s think about it
What have we learner?

Citizen mobilization in Germany / FRANK AUGSTEIN / AP
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INVISIBLE LANDS
There are some humanitarian crises, and certain armed conflicts, that are widely covered by the media. However, we
don’t receive as much information about, or as many images from others. This activity shows the decisive influence
that the media has on our worldview, and also encourages us to investigate and raise awareness of what’s going on in
Eritrea.
Approximate time

Recommended age: from 17 years
Educational objectives
•

•

•

•

phases 1 and 2: 1 hour and 30 minutes

•

phase 3: several hours or days

investigate and analyse the causes of emigration
from East African countries and, in particular, from
Eritrea
become aware of the power of the media in
providing more or less visibility to one or another
region of the world
design an educational activity designed to
stimulate critical thinking among younger children
regarding North-South inequalities, and thus
promote a culture of peace and the defence of
human rights

Necessary materials
•

green, yellow and red pencils, paints or markers

•

photocopies of a world map

•

device with internet connection

•

material for making puppets
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1. A silent map?
There are regions that we know a lot about, and others
that we know very little of. Individually, we will paint the
world map (at the end of the dossier) in three colours:
in green, the areas which we know a lot about; in red,
all those about which we don’t know as much; and in
yellow, everywhere else.
Let’s think about it

In pairs or small groups, we will look for information
about Eritrea and make a list of the main causes of
emigration from this African country. Some sources that
may be useful:

•

Amnesty International statement on Eritrea

•

«El origen de Lampedusa: por qué huye la población de Eritrea»

•

«Somalia y Eritrea, emigra o muere»

•

Which regions have we painted green? And which
have we painted red? Do they match?

•

«Eritrea, la dictadura de la que huyen sus mejores
hijos»

•

What common features do red areas have? Why
might we be less informed about these parts of the
world?

•

«Eritreos, crónica de una diáspora salvaje»

2. Escape from Eritrea
A very high percentage of people crossing the central
Mediterranean to emigrate to Europe come from East
African countries, particularly Eritrea, Somalia and Sudan.
In fact, in recent shipwrecks, the majority of deaths were
of Eritreans.
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3. Kidane didn’t want to be a soldier
We will design an educational activity which introduces
children to the situation in Eritrea, centred on a fictional
story which is based on a particular fact of life in the
country: child soldiers.
•

From the process of gathering information about
Eritrea, we will construct a story about the life of
a young Eritrean, Kidane. The story could explain,
for example, how Kidane has been forced to be a
soldier, and that he flees the country because he
does not want be one. The story can also describe
his journey through the African deserts to Libya, and
the odyssey of crossing the Mediterranean Sea.

•

With the participation of the younger children,
we will jointly create a puppet play about
Kidane: we will complete the story, prepare
the script, make the sets, and prepare all
the necessary material for the performance.

•

After rehearsing the play for a few days, we will
perform it in public and invite family members,
local residents, neighbourhood organizations, and
even the local press! As an accompaniment, we can
prepare a small hand-out with a synopsis of the work
and an explanation of the situation in Eritrea, and
why young people in this African country want to
emigrate.

Young Eritreans in Mai-Aini refugee camp (Ethiopia) / REUTERS
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“Education does not change the
world. Education changes people.
People change the world”
Paulo Freire

